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From bestselling author Scarlett St. Clair comes a
dark and enthralling reimagining of the Hades and
Persephone Greek myth. "Let me worship you," he
said. She remembered the words she had whispered
to him in the back of the limo after La Rose. "You will
worship me, and I won't even have to order you." His
request felt sinful and devious, and she reveled in it.
She answered, "Yes." Persephone is the Goddess of
Spring in title only. Since she was a little girl, flowers
have only shriveled at her touch. After moving to
New Athens, she hoped to lead an unassuming life
disguised as a mortal journalist. All of that changes
when she sits down in a forbidden nightclub to play a
hand of cards with a hypnotic and mysterious
stranger. Hades, God of the Dead, has built a
gambling empire in the mortal world and his favorite
bets are rumored to be impossible. But nothing has
ever intrigued him as much as the goddess offering
him a bargain he can't resist. After her encounter
with Hades, Persephone finds herself in a contract
with the God of the Dead, and his terms are
impossible: Persephone must create life in the
Underworld or lose her freedom forever. The bet
does more than expose Persephone's failure as a
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goddess, however. As she struggles to sow the
seeds of her freedom, love for the God of the Dead
grows—a love that is both captivating and forbidden.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Long before
the First Order, before the Empire, before even The
Phantom Menace . . . Jedi lit the way for the galaxy
in The High Republic It is a golden age. Intrepid
hyperspace scouts expand the reach of the Republic
to the furthest stars, worlds flourish under the
benevolent leadership of the Senate, and peace
reigns, enforced by the wisdom and strength of the
renowned order of Force users known as the Jedi.
With the Jedi at the height of their power, the free
citizens of the galaxy are confident in their ability to
weather any storm But the even brightest light can
cast a shadow, and some storms defy any
preparation. When a shocking catastrophe in
hyperspace tears a ship to pieces, the flurry of
shrapnel emerging from the disaster threatens an
entire system. No sooner does the call for help go
out than the Jedi race to the scene. The scope of the
emergence, however, is enough to push even Jedi to
their limit. As the sky breaks open and destruction
rains down upon the peaceful alliance they helped to
build, the Jedi must trust in the Force to see them
through a day in which a single mistake could cost
billions of lives. Even as the Jedi battle valiantly
against calamity, something truly deadly grows
beyond the boundary of the Republic. The
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hyperspace disaster is far more sinister than the Jedi
could ever suspect. A threat hides in the darkness,
far from the light of the age, and harbors a secret
that could strike fear into even a Jedi’s heart.
Celebrate DC Comics’ Dark Knight with this deluxe
hardcover journal showcasing Batman rendered in
gorgeous black-and-white inked linework by one of
the artists who made their mark on the Super Hero’s
legacy. Few creators have defined the Dark Knight's
longstanding legacy, and comic book artist Greg
Capullo stands among the greats. Featuring original
illustrations from his critically acclaimed run on DC
Comics' Batman series, this journal showcases his
masterworks. With sturdy construction and sewn
binding, this journal lies flat, and the 192 lined, acidfree pages of high-quality heavy stock paper take
both pen and pencil nicely to invite a flow of
inspiration.
Celebrate one of DC's most ironic hero-villain pairs
with this set of two notebooks inspired by Batman™
and The Joker™. Batman and Joker share an iconic
history together as one of DC Comic’s most famous
pair of adversaries, and now they’re brought
together again with this two-pack set of Insight
Editions’ best-selling notebooks. Each notebook
contains high quality 64 ruled, acid-free pages that
take both pen and pencil nicely to invite a flow of
inspiration. With stunning imagery inspired by The
Dark Knight™ and The Clown Prince of Crime, this
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notebook set is truly a must-have for Batman fans
and comic book enthusiasts.
He has a heart of ice...but for her, he'd burn the
world. Alex Volkov is a devil blessed with the face of
an angel and cursed with a past he can't escape.
Driven by a tragedy that has haunted him for most of
his life, his ruthless pursuits for success and
vengeance leave little room for matters of the heart.
But when he's forced to look after his best friend's
sister, he starts to feel something in his chest: A
crack. A melt. A fire that could end his world as he
knew it. *** Ava Chen is a free spirit trapped by
nightmares of a childhood she can't remember. But
despite her broken past, she's never stopped seeing
the beauty in the world...including the heart beneath
the icy exterior of a man she shouldn't want. Her
brother's best friend. Her neighbor. Her savior and
her downfall. Theirs is a love that was never
supposed to happen-but when it does, it unleashes
secrets that could destroy them both...and
everything they hold dear. Twisted Love is a
brother's best friend/opposites attract romance with a
hint of suspense. It's book one in the Twisted series
but can be read as a standalone. WARNING: This
book contains a jealous/possessive antihero, explicit
sexual content, and profanity. Recommended for
18+.
Licensing Update 2017 is the definitive one-volume
handbook covering the year's most significant cases
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and developments in licensing. It identifies critical
trends that licensing professionals and practitioners
must understand thoroughly in this rapidly evolving
area. Up-to-date, incisive, analytical, and essential,
this valuable manual helps you keep up with the
explosive pace of licensing with guidance from
licensing experts in their area of specialty. You'll find
in-depth insights and valuable analysis on recent
developments and important trends of licensing
issues from leading practitioners who are experts in
their field. Licensing Update 2017 is organized as a
handy "quick reference" to help you save time in
structuring stronger agreements to protect your
licensing interest. You'll get extensive coverage of
developments in audit and accounting practices, tax
considerations, antitrust concerns and many of the
bottom-line issues that you need to address to
ensure day-to-day profitability of your license
agreements.
The collection of Inspiration And Process In
Architecture is a new series of illustrated
monographs dedicated to key figures in
contemporary architecture. This new collection
features Zaha Hadid, Giancarlo De Carlo,
Bolles+Wilson and Alberto Kalach whose stories are
told through notes and drawings never before
seen.The series introduces a new clothbound
format, with a hard, paper cover and colored spine
matching the elastic band. The drawings inside are
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printed on glossy coated paper.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A mysterious former Sith
wanders the galaxy in this stunning Star Wars tale, an
original novel inspired by the world of The Duel from the
Star Wars Visions animated anthology. The Jedi are the
most loyal servants of the Empire. Two decades ago,
Jedi clans clashed in service to feuding lords. Sickened
by this endless cycle, a sect of Jedi rebelled, seeking to
control their own destiny and claim power in service of
no master. They called themselves Sith. The Sith
rebellion failed, succumbing to infighting and betrayal,
and the once rival lords unified to create an Empire . . .
but even an Empire at peace is not free from violence.
Far on the edge of the Outer Rim, one former Sith
wanders, accompanied only by a faithful droid and the
ghost of a less civilized age. He carries a lightsaber, but
claims lineage to no Jedi clan, and pledges allegiance to
no lord. Little is known about him, including his name, for
he never speaks of his past, nor his regrets. His history
is as guarded as the red blade of destruction he carries
sheathed at his side. As the galaxy's perpetual cycle of
violence continues to interrupt his self-imposed exile,
and he is forced to duel an enigmatic bandit claiming the
title of Sith, it becomes clear that no amount of
wandering will ever let him outpace the specters of his
former life.
A limited edition, leather-bound set of six oversized
volumes contains signature images from the Star Wars
films personally selected and signed by George Lucas, in
a collection that features stills printed from original film
stock that are preserved in widescreen aspect ratio and
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encased in a wood-inlaid box adorned with medallions of
Yoda and Darth Vader.
In this gripping sequel to Star Wars: The Rising Storm,
the light of the Jedi faces its darkest hour. Time and
again, the vicious raiders known as the Nihil have sought
to bring the golden age of the High Republic to a fiery
end. Time and again, the High Republic has emerged
battered and weary, but victorious thank to its Jedi
protectors-and there is no monument to their cause
grander than the Starlight Beacon. Hanging like a jewel
in the Outer Rim, the Beacon embodies the High
Republic at the apex of its aspirations: a hub of culture
and knowledge, a bright torch against the darkness of
the unknown, and an extended hand of welcome to the
furthest reaches of the galaxy. As survivors and refugees
flee the Nihil's attacks, the Beacon and its crew stand
ready to shelter and heal. The grateful Knights and
Padawans of the Jedi Order stationed there finally have
a chance to recover-from the pain of their injuries and
the grief of their losses. But the storm they thought had
passed still rages; they are simply caught in its eye.
Marchion Ro, the true mastermind of the Nihil, is
preparing his most daring attack yet-one designed to
snuff out the light of the Jedi.
Winner of the 2016 Perfumed Plume Award The “Alice
Waters of American natural perfume”
(indieperfume.com) and author of the Art of Flavor
celebrates our most potent sense, through five rock stars
of the fragrant world Mandy Aftel is widely acclaimed as
a trailblazer in natural perfumery. Over two decades of
sourcing the finest aromatic ingredients from all over the
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world and creating artisanal fragrances, she has been an
evangelist for the transformative power of scent. In
Fragrant, through five major players in the epic of aroma,
she explores the profound connection between our
sense of smell and the appetites that move us, give us
pleasure, make us fully alive. Cinnamon, queen of the
Spice Route, touches our hunger for the unknown, the
exotic, the luxurious. Mint, homegrown the world over,
speaks to our affinity for the familiar, the native, the
authentic. Frankincense, an ancient incense ingredient,
taps into our longing for transcendence, while ambergris
embodies our unquenchable curiosity. And exquisite
jasmine exemplifies our yearning for beauty, both
evanescent and enduring. In addition to providing a
riveting initiation into the history, natural history, and
philosophy of scent, Fragrant imparts the essentials of
scent literacy and includes recipes for easy-to-make
fragrances and edible, drinkable, and useful concoctions
that reveal the imaginative possibilities of creating
with—and reveling in—aroma. Vintage line drawings make
for a volume that will be a treasured gift as well as a
great read.
This nostalgic Star Wars-themed notebook collection
asks you to declare your allegiance with the Rebel
Alliance. The collection features 2 ruled notebooks, the
first with the Millennium Falcon and an instantlyrecognizable quote about the starship by Lando
Calrissian, and the second with an aerial view of an XWing alongside another equally iconic quote from Luke
Skywalker. The Star Wars theme continues on the
endpapers inside and on the paper band B-Side which
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features instructions to make an origami X-Wing. Each
Star Wars Limited Edition Notebook also comes with a
fun set of themed stickers to bring a bit of Star Wars
action to your notes. - Hard Cover with Star Wars, XWing Limited Edition Theme - Rounded corners - Elastic
closure - Moleskine Ivory Paper - Matching bookmark
ribbon - Paper: 70 g/m², acid-free, ivory - 240 ruled
pages - Themed stickers - Expandable inner pocket in
the back - "In case of loss" printed on the flyleaf Reusable themed paper band B-Side featuring additional
printed tools - Lies flat, opens at 180° - The history of
Moleskine is inside - Dimensions: 5" x 8.25" Moleskine
S.r.l. creates and sells FSC®-certified products
About this item LIMITED EDITION CANNAR
NOTEBOOKS: The classic CANANR you love with a
cover that reflects your favorite books, movies & games,
including Star Wars, Dr. Seuss, Pokémon, Barbie, Alice
in Wonderland, Batman, Harry Potter, Super Mario &
Transformers. DURABLE COVER & SOFT CLOSURE:
Hold writing projects & notes in your CANNAR notebook
with an elastic closure band & inner storage folders.
Leather-like classic Moleskine cover & thick, ivory paper
pages are perfect for writing with fountain pens. GIFT
QUALITY NOTEBOOKS: CANNAR planners, journals,
and notebooks come in hardcover or softcover and
colors like black, red, blue, green, and brown. The
binding and cover have a durable finish, designed for
daily journaling, writing, and sketching. DELUXE
QUALITY PAGES: CANNAR thick, ivory paper pages in
a hardcover Moleskine notebook, softcover Moleskine
notebook, cahier or volant journal, or Moleskine planner
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are perfectly textured for writing with a ballpoint pen,
fountain pen, or pencil. CANNAR QUALITY: We're
dedicated to culture, travel, memory, imagination, &
personal identity--both physical & digital. We bring this
commitment to our notebooks, bags, apps & smart pens
& notebooks. Made in Egypt with HONOR.
The second title of the I Am the City series stops in
London. Stunning colour illustrations by Carlo Stanga
lead the reader into a virtual tour of the city that narrates
and reveals landmarks, tales, lifestyle, architecture as
well as secrets. From the Tower Bridge to the brutalist
Trellick Tower, a never seen before fully comprehensive
illustrated journey of London town. 112 pages on 140
gsm ivory

Time Management Made Simple and Easy Fans of
The Compound Effect by Darren Hardy, Eat That
Frog by Brian Tracy, and 12 Week Year by Brian P.
Moran and Michael Lennington will love Time
Management Ninja. More time, stress relief, and
relaxation: You want more time in your life. Time to
spend with family, to achieve big goals, and to
simply enjoy life. Yet, the world we live in is busier
and changing faster than ever before. More things
competing for your time, and more distractions
interrupting your day. Simple and practical time
management: You have tried to manage your time
better but have found that most time management
systems and tools are too complex. Or they are too
unwieldy to be effective or sustainable. Time
management shouldn’t be difficult, and it shouldn’t
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take up more of your precious time than it gives
back! Easy tools, rules, and tactics: Craig Jarrow has
been there, too. However, after spending many
years testing time management tactics, tools, and
systems and having written hundreds of articles on
productivity, goals, and organization, Jarrow
discovered a simple truth. Time management should
be easy. More productivity and less stress: It is only
when you simplify your approach that you can rise
above the busyness and chaos of our fast-paced
society. Time Management Ninja offers "21 Rules"
that will show you an easier and more effective way
to take control of your time and manage your busy
life. If you follow these simple principles, you will get
more done with less effort. You will have less stress
and more time to do the things you want to do. Nostress, uncomplicated time management that works
This exciting new line of hard-cover journals
showcases gorgeous illustrations from the Bodleian
Library's collections. Designed to be easily portable
and fit in a small bag, each journal includes lined
pages, an expanding wallet for storing papers in the
inside back cover and is finished with a sturdy elastic
band closure, ribbon marker, and elastic pen holder.
Produced with careful attention to finishing and
details, these stunning journals make the perfect gift
for all writers and stationery lovers.
The fate of the Chiss Ascendancy hangs in the
balance in the epic finale of the Star Wars: Thrawn
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Ascendancy trilogy from bestselling author Timothy
Zahn. For thousands of years the Chiss Ascendancy
has been an island of calm, a center of power, and a
beacon of integrity. It is led by the Nine Ruling
Families, whose leadership stands as a bulwark of
stability against the Chaos of the Unknown Regions.
But that stability has been eroded by a cunning foe
who winnows away trust and loyalty in equal
measure. Bonds of fidelity have given way to lines of
division among the families. Despite the efforts of the
Expansionary Defense Fleet, the Ascendancy slips
closer and closer to civil war. The Chiss are no
strangers to war. Their mythic status in the Chaos
was earned through conflict and terrible deeds,
some long buried. Until now. To ensure the
Ascendancy’s future, Thrawn will delve deep into its
past, uncovering the dark secrets surrounding the
ascension of the First Ruling Family. But the truth of
a family’s legacy is only as strong as the legend that
supports it. Even if that legend turns out to be a lie.
To secure the salvation of the Ascendancy, is
Thrawn willing to sacrifice everything? Including the
only home he has ever known?
Lord Vader...rise! Picking up directly where Star
Wars: Episode III Revenge of the Sith ends, follow
Vader as he ascends to power as a Dark Lord of the
Sith! Having lost everything dear to him and now
more machine than man, Vader takes his first steps
into a darker world -- beginning by eradicating the
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galaxy's remaining Jedi! But librarian Jocasta Nu is
making a desperate effort to preserve the religion's
legacy -- and the stirrings of a rebellion have begun
in the Mon Cala system! To ensure the Emperor's
grip on the galaxy is absolute, Vader must deal
swiftly and brutally with any uprisings...but he has a
goal of his own. And as darkness rises above
Mustafar, scene of Vader's greatest defeat, will the
man once called Anakin Skywalker realize his true
destiny? COLLECTING: Darth Vader (2017) 1-25,
Darth Vader Annual (2015) 2
Assemble your heroic ideas and turn them into
actions with this hardcover ruled journal inspired by
the Avengers: Infinity War film. The Earth’s
Mightiest Heroes are back! Featuring iconic imagery
from the Avengers: Infinity War film, this stunning
hardcover journal captures the iconic look and feel of
the Marvel Cinematic Universe and is a must-have
item for fans. With sturdy construction and sewn
binding, this journal lies flat, and the 192 lined, acidfree pages of high-quality heavy stock paper take
both pen and pencil nicely to invite a flow of
inspiration. All this, plus a ribbon placeholder, elastic
closure, and 4.5 x 7.5–inch back pocket, perfect for
holding photographs and mementos. Note: storing
shawarma in the back pocket is not recommended.
The third volume in the New York Times bestselling
Wes Anderson Collection series showcases the best
artwork from “Bad Dads,” an annual exhibition of art
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inspired by the films of Wes Anderson. Curated by
Spoke Art Gallery in San Francisco, “Bad Dads” has
continued to grow and progress as a dynamic group
exhibition since its inaugural show in 2011, and has
featured work from more than 400 artists from
around the world. Those artworks range from
paintings to sculptures to limited-edition screen
prints and vary greatly in style, making for a diverse
and lively show each year. Though each piece is
distinct in its own right, the artworks’ unifying
element is the shared imagery and beloved
characters from: · Bottle Rocket · Rushmore · The
Royal Tenenbaums · The Life Aquatic with Steve
Zissou · The Darjeeling Limited · Fantastic Mr. Fox ·
Moonrise Kingdom · The Grand Budapest Hotel The
book features an original cover by graphic artist Max
Dalton, a foreword by writer and director Wes
Anderson himself, and an introduction by TV and
movie critic Matt Zoller Seitz, author of the
bestselling Wes Anderson Collection books. A visual
treasure trove, Bad Dads grants fans of Wes
Anderson another creative avenue to explore his
inspired worlds and movies. Also available from Matt
Zoller Seitz: The Oliver Stone Experience, Mad Men
Carousel, The Wes Anderson Collection: The Grand
Budapest Hotel, and The Wes Anderson Collection.
The companion journal to the bestselling Jedi
Academy series! Roan won't be attending Jedi
Academy forever but that doesn't mean the fun has
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to end when you finish reading. Spend more time
with Roan, Yoda, Ewok Pilot and the rest of your
favourite Jedi Academy characters in this out-of-thisgalaxy interactive journal! Write stories about aliens,
create space maps, design your own droids and
spaceships or learn some new space jokes - it's up
to you. Decide whether you want to be a Jedi or a
Sith as you craft your own stories and comics with
some help from author-illustrator Jeffrey Brown. This
is one space adventure you won't want to miss!
This Star Warsbook of facts and stickers will delight kids
with heroes, villains, droids, vehicles, and aliens from all
the Star Wars movies. Discover your favorite Star Wars
characters-from Han Solo and Darth Vader to BB-8 and
Rey-and create amazing sticker scenes of your own.
Star Wars Ultimate Sticker Collectionis fun-filled and
action-packed with more than 1,000 colorful stickers.
Join the Jedi heroes on their space adventures; defeat
evil Sith villains; travel to strange planets; learn about
superfast starfighters, and create epic battles. TM &
2018 LFL.
Winter is here. In the 2018 entry of this annual calendar
series spanning A Game of Thrones and the entire Song
of Ice and Fire saga, award-winning illustrator Justin
Sweet delivers one of the most atmospheric and
otherworldly visions yet of George R. R. Martin's
masterwork. From the children of the forest to the terrors
beyond the Wall, from the Targaryen dragons to the
tyrant on the Iron Throne, these twelve never-beforeseen paintings will remind fans that the most original
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series in fantasy is just warming up. 12 MONTHS OF
DAZZLING ARTWORK!
On October 13, 2016, Bob Dylan was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Literature, recognizing his countless
contributions to music and letters over the last fifty years.
Some months later, he delivered an acceptance lecture
that is now memorialized in book form. In 'The Nobel
Lecture', Dylan reflects on his life and experience with
literature, providing both a rare artistic statement and an
intimate look at a uniquely American icon. From finding
inspiration in the music of Buddy Holly and Leadbelly to
the works of literature that helped shape his own
approach to writing - 'The Odyssey', 'Moby-Dick', and 'All
Quiet on the Western Front' - this is Dylan like you've
never seen him before.
The Moleskine Project began as one artist s mission to
fill a sketchbook cover to cover. After exhibiting this work
at Spoke Art Gallery, Rod Luff and curator/gallerist Ken
Harman Hashimoto decided to invite artists from around
the world to participate, each submitting artwork to fill up
one spread of a sketchbook. The artists came from a
variety of creative fields, including film, comics, fine art,
illustration and more. The results were magical. This
book represents the second volume of the TMP book
series, featuring works exhibited at the 2017 Moleskine
Project exhibition at Spoke Art Gallery San Francisco.
One of the Los Angeles Times Top 10 California Books
of 2020. One of Publishers Weekly’s Top 10 Fiction
Books from 2020. Longlisted for the Carnegie Medal for
Excellence and the Joyce Carol Oates prize. One of
Exile in Bookville’s Favorite Books of 2020. In The Last
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Great Road Bum, Héctor Tobar turns the peripatetic true
story of a naive son of Urbana, Illinois, who died fighting
with guerrillas in El Salvador into the great American
novel for our times. Joe Sanderson died in pursuit of a
life worth writing about. He was, in his words, a “road
bum,” an adventurer and a storyteller, belonging to no
place, people, or set of ideas. He was born into a
childhood of middle-class contentment in Urbana, Illinois
and died fighting with guerillas in Central America. With
these facts, acclaimed novelist and journalist Héctor
Tobar set out to write what would become The Last
Great Road Bum. A decade ago, Tobar came into
possession of the personal writings of the late Joe
Sanderson, which chart Sanderson’s freewheeling
course across the known world, from Illinois to Jamaica,
to Vietnam, to Nigeria, to El Salvador—a life determinedly
an adventure, ending in unlikely, anonymous heroism.
The Last Great Road Bum is the great American novel
Joe Sanderson never could have written, but did truly
live—a fascinating, timely hybrid of fiction and nonfiction
that only a master of both like Héctor Tobar could pull
off.
An extraordinary debut novel of love that survives the
fires of hell and transcends the boundaries of time. On a
burn ward, a man lies between living and dying, so
disfigured that no one from his past life would even
recognize him. His only comfort comes from imagining
various inventive ways to end his misery. Then a woman
named Marianne Engel walks into his hospital room, a
wild-haired, schizophrenic sculptress on the lam from the
psych ward upstairs, who insists that she knows him –
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that she has known him, in fact, for seven hundred
years. She remembers vividly when they met, in another
hospital ward at a convent in medieval Germany, when
she was a nun and he was a wounded mercenary left to
die. If he has forgotten this, he is not to worry: she will
prove it to him. And so Marianne Engel begins to tell him
their story, carving away his disbelief and slowly drawing
him into the orbit and power of a word he'd never
uttered: love.
Beloved by millions, praised by film critic Roger Ebert as
"the best animation filmmaker in history," and referred to
as the "Japanese Walt Disney," Hayao Miyazaki is
known for his sense of whimsical adventure, deep
reverence for nature, and strong female characters. As a
prolific creator, his influence and admirers include
Steven Spielberg, Wes Anderson, and Akira Kurosawa.
Curated by Spoke Art Gallery, My Neighbor Hayao
features work from more than 250 artists in celebration of
the acclaimed Japanese filmmaker and animator.
Showcasing a diverse array of original painting,
embroidery, sculpture, and limited edition prints that
were first exhibited at Spoke during three highly popular
group exhibitions attracting more than 10,000 attendees,
this beautiful book grants fans of Miyazaki another
creative avenue to explore his inspired worlds through
interpretations of characters and themes found in iconic
films including My Neighbor Totoro, Howl's Moving
Castle, Spirited Away, and Princess Mononoke.

Long before the First Order, before the Empire,
before even The Phantom Menace...Jedi lit the way
for the galaxy in The High Republic.Padawan Reath
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Silas is being sent from the cosmopolitan galactic
capital of Coruscant to the undeveloped frontier—and
he couldn’t be less happy about it. He’d rather stay
at the Jedi Temple, studying the archives. But when
the ship he’s traveling on is knocked out of
hyperspace in a galactic-wide disaster, Reath finds
himself at the center of the action. The Jedi and their
traveling companions find refuge on what appears to
be an abandoned space station. But then strange
things start happening, leading the Jedi to
investigate the truth behind the mysterious station, a
truth that could end in tragedy...Enjoy more
adventures from the all-new era of storytelling of the
glorious High Republic:Star Wars: Light of the
JediStar Wars The High Republic: A Test of Courage
- perfect for kids 8-12 years oldStar Wars The High
Republic: The Great Jedi Rescue - perfect for kids
5-8 years old
Fans have long wondered what happened to Ahsoka
after she left the Jedi Order near the end of the
Clone Wars, and before she re-appeared as the
mysterious Rebel operative Fulcrum in Rebels.
Finally, her story will begin to be told. Following her
experiences with the Jedi and the devastation of
Order 66, Ahsoka is unsure she can be part of a
larger whole ever again. But her desire to fight the
evils of the Empire and protect those who need it will
lead her right to Bail Organa, and the Rebel
Alliance....
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This nostalgic Star Wars-themed notebook collection
asks you to declare your allegiance with the Rebel
Alliance. The collection features 2 ruled notebooks,
the first with the Millennium Falcon and an instantlyrecognizable quote about the starship by Lando
Calrissian, and the second with an aerial view of an
X-Wing alongside another equally iconic quote from
Luke Skywalker. The Star Wars theme continues on
the endpapers inside and on the paper band B-Side
which features instructions to make an origami XWing. Each Star Wars Limited Edition Notebook also
comes with a fun set of themed stickers to bring a bit
of Star Wars action to your notes. - Hard Cover with
Star Wars, Millennium Falcon Limited Edition Theme
- Rounded corners - Elastic closure - Moleskine Ivory
Paper - Matching bookmark ribbon - Paper: 70 g/m²,
acid-free, ivory - 240 ruled pages - Themed stickers Expandable inner pocket in the back - "In case of
loss" printed on the flyleaf - Reusable themed paper
band B-Side featuring additional printed tools - Lies
flat, opens at 180° - The history of Moleskine is
inside - Dimensions: 5" x 8.25" Moleskine S.r.l.
creates and sells FSC®-certified products
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